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Submit Course Profile

Please profile your course to share in the Opened Practices repository. You can submit as many course profiles as you like, one profile for each course.

Remember to submit this form to save your work. You can return to edit your course profiles at any time by clicking on the course profile title in the My Contributions list at the right. If you mess up, prior versions of each course profile are saved and can be viewed or recovered under its revisions tab.

Each course profile has an area for threaded comments at the bottom where you (and other registered users, if it is published) may post comments about your profile.

Before You Contribute

By contributing material to the Opened Practices repository, you agree that you have the right to share the material and are willing to share it under a Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-Share Alike 3.0 United States License. You can add clarification about how this material is shared under this Creative Commons license in the Copyright Notes field at the bottom of the entry form. Feel free to join the discussion about copyright and licensing at Opened Practices.

Current Author Information

All your contributions to Opened Practices are related to your personal profile, including your contact information below. To make immediate changes to your personal profile, save the entry below first (if you have made changes you want to keep), and then edit your profile. You can always wait and make changes to your personal profile later.

Mathieu Plourde
Instructional Designer
University of Delaware
mathieu@udel.edu

Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-Share Alike 3.0 United States License

Join the discussion about copyright and licensing at Opened Practices.
Enter This Course Profile in the Teaching with Sakai Innovation Award
If you choose to enter your course profile, it will be considered for the next *Teaching with Sakai Innovation Award (twsia)*.

Publish This Course Profile in the Repository
If you choose to share your course profile, it will be published in the *Opened Practices repository* after any TWSI Award is over and licensed under a *Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-Share Alike 3.0 United States License*.

**Course Title:** *

**Tags:**
Add comma-separated, descriptive tags to categorize this entry. Start typing to see already existing tags. Multiple-word tags are OK.

**Course Description:** *
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Path:
• Web page addresses and e-mail addresses turn into links automatically.
• Glossary terms will be automatically marked with links to their descriptions.
• Lines and paragraphs break automatically.
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Course Information

Contributing Institution: *
Alverno College
Arizona Department of Education
Association of American Colleges & Universities
Bowling Green State University
Claremont Consortium/Claremont graduate University
College of San Mateo

Which institutions/organizations contributed this course profile? If your institution is not yet in the list, complete and save your work here and create a new institutional profile (/node/add/institution). When you return to edit this course profile, you can then select your institution from the list.

Course Number/ID: *

Course Length (number of weeks): *

Course Delivery Mode: *
- Distance
- In-Class
- Hybrid (fewer than five face-to-face interactions)
- Other (please describe below)

Describe Other Delivery Mode:

Average Number of Enrolled Students: *
- Less than 10 students
- Between 10 and 30 students
- Between 30 and 60 students
- More than 60 students

Course Level: *
- K-12
- Technical
- College
In the box above, please state the name and role of all other contributors to this course (e.g., other faculty, instructional designers, media developers, programmers). If characters limit or approximately 500 words)
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- Glossary terms will be automatically marked with links to their descriptions.
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**Course Development: ** *
Course Self-Assessment

Please self-assess your course using the Teaching with Sakai Innovation Award Assessment Rubric (/twsia/rubric). For each category, please score descriptions brief (1250 characters limit per category, or approximately 250 words), highlighting those areas of your course that exemplify your

Communication & Collaboration Self-Assessment: *

- Not Evident
- Effective
- Excellent

Communication & Collaboration Evidence: *

Learning Material Self-Assessment: *

- Not Evident
- Effective
- Excellent

Learning Material Evidence: *
Although there are many ways in which technology, and in particular Sakai, can make the teaching process more efficient or productive, innovate better. The intent of this award is to highlight examples of educational applications of Sakai which fall into this innovative or transformative cat-

Teaching Innovation: *

In the box above, please describe why your use of Sakai represents innovation with regard to the instructional process and provide evidence of how it transformed the e
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Optional (screenshots, links) (#)

If desired, you may provide screenshots and links associated with your course which provide examples of the approaches you took in the development or delivery of the course. You can upload other types of files (eg, MS Word or Powerpoint documents, video or sound files, etc, under File attachments below. Any uploaded screenshots or files must be no more than 4MB each and all your uploaded files must be no more than 100MB total. Please keep in mind that finalists will be asked to present their courses online via a web conference "interview" with a panel of judges.

Screenshots (#)

Optional: Upload one or more screenshots that support the course profile you are sharing. Uploading one screenshot will provide you access to additional fields so that you can upload additional screenshots. You can upload other types of files (eg, MS Word or Powerpoint documents, video or sound files, etc, under File attachments below.

Upload

Related Links (#)

Optional: Add one or more links for your course, for example, a public course home page, blog about the course, video or sound files hosted elsewhere, etc.

Title:

URL:
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Are there any special copyright considerations that clarify how this material is shared under this site's Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-Share Alike 3.0 United States License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/us/)?
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